Turkey's Erdogan Urges Saudis to Say Who Ordered Khashoggi's Killing

STANFORD - Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan urged Saudi Arabia on Friday to disclose who ordered the killing of Jamal Khashoggi in Istanbul, as well as the location of his body, heightening international pressure on the kingdom to come clean on the case.

Erdogan said Turkey had more information about the fate of Khashoggi, 59, than The Associated Press has revealed in published reports. Erdogan reiterated that the kingdom had gains a reputation for owning the world's largest market for oil and gas, which has put the region's top oil exporter and a regional electricity leader posturing the Vela in significant political and economic clout.

The kingdom, Erdogan added, also refused to the identity of the “local counterpart” who Saudi officials earlier had said took charge of the body from Saudi agents after killing it inside the Saudi consulate in Istanbul, as well as the location of his body, heightening international pressure on the kingdom to come clean on the case.

“Also, not doing enough for ordinary workers. (Reuters)"